1. What flavor soda does Mario share with Chester at Mickey's lunch counter?

   a. orange  
   b. grape  
   c. apple  
   d. strawberry

2. What made Chester feel more at home after visiting Times Square?

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

3. Sai Fong sold Mario a cricket house. How much did it cost?
   
   a. 25¢  
   b. 15¢  
   c. 50¢  
   d. 10¢

4. While Mario was at Sai Fong's shop, he was given a fortune cookie. What did it say?

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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1. What flavor soda does Mario share with Chester at Mickey's lunch counter?

   a. orange  
   b. grape  
   c. apple  
   d. strawberry

2. What made Chester feel more at home after visiting Times Square?

   Chester saw a star in the sky that he was sure he'd seen back home in Connecticut. It made him feel better to know that there was one familiar thing above him, amid so much that was new and strange.

3. Sai Fong sold Mario a cricket house. How much did it cost?

   a. 25¢  
   b. 15¢  
   c. 50¢  
   d. 10¢

4. While Mario was at Sai Fong's shop, he was given a fortune cookie. What did it say?

   The fortune cookie said "Good luck is coming your way. Be ready."